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ABSTRACT

The equations of motion of the general background of curved space-time, Einstein's

equations, are derived simply by demanding the renonnalized energy-momentum tensor of a bosonic

string propagating in this background to be traceless. The energy-momentum tensor of such a

string is then separable into a holomorphic and an antiholomorphic parts as a consequence of the

conformal invariance of the theory regained at the quantum level.
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The study of a siring propagating in the background of its own massless excitations or in

a group manifold has attracted considerable attention in the past [1J. The equations of motion of

the massless background modes for ihe bosonic string propagating in the background fields have
been obtained in many different, but physcially equivalent, ways, e.g.

(i) by treating the siring propagation in the background fields as a nonlinear a-model and demand-

ing the fl -functions of the various background fields, treated as coupling constants, to vanish |2 | ;

(ii) by demanding the nilpotency of the BRST charge, within the BRST approach | 3 | ;

(iii) by imposing the Virasoro conditions on the vertex operator [4],

Similar analyses have also been done for the superstring ]5|.

In principle, all the above requirements are equivalent to demanding the conformal in-

variance of the theory at the quantum level. Since conformal transformations can be viewed as a

product of general reparametrizations and Wey] transformations and the reparametrization invari-

ance is preserved both at the classical and quantum level, the breakdown of the conformal invari-

ance of the theory describing the propagation of the string in the background of arbitrary massless

modes is a consequence of the breakdown of the Weyl invariance at the quantum level of the theory.

The Weyl non-invariance, in turn, implies absence of the holomorphicily of the energy-momentum

tensor which is the hallmark of a two-dimensional conformal invariant field theory 16].

Thus, one is naturally led to believe that, perhaps, by demanding the trace of the energy-

momentum tensor of a theory of the string propagating in the presence of background fields to be

zero, one should get the equations of motion of the background fields.

We wish to pursue this notion, to be specific, for the simplest system of a closed bosonic
string propagating in curved space-time.

action

The bosonic string living in curved space-time is described at the classical level by the

A = — - jd2Cy/gi0g°l(0daX>'(0al,X
l'{0G^X), <0

where \ 2 is the slope parameter; C1 = T a n c ' C2 = a parametrize the world sheet; gat(a,b =

1,2) and G^ifi, v ~ 1, 2 , . . . , 26) are the world sheet and the 26-dimensional space-time metric

tensors. This action is well-known to possess both two-dimensional reparametrization and Weyt

invariances. The Weyl invariance allows one to choose the conformal gauge on the world sheet:

ffut(C) = e^Q&at- Using the complex coordinates z = T + ia and "z = T — icr, the action (1) takes

the following form in the conformal gauge

A = • dz i (2)

This action admits the conformal symmetry z —> f(z),z —> f(z). The equations of motion of ihe

X ^ ' s read in the conformal gauge



and in the (z, z) coordinates

iiAX** K^A^X" = 0 , (-1)

where !',('„ ase lUc coeflirienls of the space lime t-liristoffcl connection. 'Hie two-dimensional

energy-momentum icnsordclincd by

8A

reads in the conformal gauge

rai = -

(5)

(6)

and vanishes through ihe equation of motion of the two -dimensional metric tensor. It is conserved

d" Tab = 0 (7)

and trace less

= o (8)

as a consequence of the reparametri/.ation and the Weyl invariance of the theory respectively. Here

we have set the conformal factor ip(Q = 0 , or equivalently, we have considered a Hat work! sheet.

In the complex picture, one gets

T" =~2)J d'

4

ELJS.(7) and (11) lead to the htilomorphieity and antiholomorphicity of T!t a

and

d, Tit = 0

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

These relations yield ilie Virasoro algebra for the conformal generators which is the characteristic

feature of any two dimensional conformal field theory.

As for ihe ijuuMum level, the theory has u> be discussed perturbalivcly only. The treat-

ment consists of expanding JO'(£) aboul a classical solution of the action (2). Tor ihc iri'uiment

to be Iranslational invariant, we simply cliooso a cousniiH coniiyuratioti of A''((j), i.e. a lixfd

point X» in the target space which is not translational invariant only but it is invariant under any

conformal transformation z -» f(z) ,z —> f(z).

One can deal with the expansion

and use the Riemann normal coordinates rf | 1 , 7]

(14)

(15)

e£ being the vierbein field, and the definition of the curvature tensor in the vierbein frame

where the covariant derivative acts only on the lower indices of the affine connection. It is conve-

nient to introduce the notation [1]

Tja, (16)

(17)

= Gm(d^Y^ + r ^ r ^ - d^Y^ — P j fj j) being the ususal Riemann tensor. Using the

standard Riemann normal expansion [1]. one finds the action (1) to become in the conformal gauge

HI
1 f *{ *Z

A = ~— / u ^ 0 OaTf OfcTJ I Q^i, + ~T~ Rppav\ XQ ) 7} f] ) ( lo}
o 7T J \ 3

to second order in X.

The main feature of this method is the relation da^^p = j ( R t a p + R%v) valid only in

normal coordinates [7].

The equations of motion of the f| <" 's arise from this action and read in the complex coor-

dinates

y J

( 0 ) + Rlu,l,l>(X0))d,T,i'd-,Jl'
>fia = 0 . (19)

Also, one linds, lo second order in X, the following expressions for the energy-momentum tensor

A2 =.

and

T a^M>)

'/'„ = 7'i* = 0

y R (20)

(21)

(22)



The holomorphicity and antiholomorphicity of ' / '„ and 7^; hold, via the equations of motion (1lJ),
again as u manifestation of Ihe conlbnnal invariance of the action (IK).

Now, f | " ( ( ) can be seen as a quantum lieldbut slill onehiistorenormalize the action UK)

in order to get an acceptable quantum description of the bosonic string living in a curved space

time characterized by ihe curvature tensor /?.,,,„„. This has been done by Jain et ill, in Ref.4. These

authors have used dimensional rcgtilarization and a mass cutoff to regulate ultraviolet and infrared

divergences respectively. Then, they have rcnonnalixcil the action and the hoiomorphic port of the

energy-momentum tensor by adding eounlertemis in the minimal subtraction scheme so that all

the correlators of the forms < TJ"'((,'I) ••-')""( C~) >« 'IJK1 < T!zif"(C,\) . . . 5j"-(Cn) >n evaluated

lo second order in \ are linile.

Setting the mass cutoff to zero, one can write the expression, in u ( 2 + 2E)- dimensional

flat world sheet, of the rcnormalized action us follows (1,4)

y „(x 0 ) (23)

where R^iXo) = S1"l{.llliat,iXu) is the Ricxi tensor in the vierbein frame evaluated at the fixed

point Xo, and 0 , 6 = 1,2 , , . , , 2 + 2 e. The renormalized equations of motion of the quantum fields

fj^'s arc derived from this action. They read

2\2

R = 0 . (2-1)

Also, the renoniKilized energy-momentum tensor can be derived from AR written in a general

world sheet with gaj,(Q as a metric tensor. One linds

V+ y + i (25)

in Ihe flat world sheet.

Using the symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor and the equations of motion (24),

one shows the renonnali/.ed energy-momentum tensor to be divergenceless

(26)

This is to say that the general rqi.insmclrizaiion invariancu is preserved at (he quantum level.

Taking into account the 2 + It dimensions of the world sheet (6at&"l> = 2 + 2 E for

instance), e being u regulator that should be put to zero at the end on any calculation, one finds the

tract of T^ 10 be finite and proportional to R^i Xo), e.g.

6

So, T'i becomes traceless

= 0

when the background metric satsilies Einstein's equations

In the complex picture, Eq.(27) implies that

(27)

C2X)

(29)

ri = ^

(30)

Similar expressions for Tzi have been obtained at ihe quantum level by earlier workers either by

calculating the /3-function for the background G^ [2] or by computing a two-points operator

product expansion of the energy-momentum tensor |3J, From Eq.(25), one gets

=
1

T" = ~2 (31)

This is the expression found by Jain et al. by adding to TZI in Eq.(20) the coumerterm

^ ) • Similarly, one obtains

1 A2
i
£

While 7'^ = 1'H is finite, T% and T-Q contain divergent terms as E goes to zero. Moreover, one does

not know how to deal with the 2 E more dimensions in a direct calculation involving the complex

coordinates. Hence, in order to evaluate the action of dt and dt respectively on Tj* and 7 ^ , one

can rather rewrite Rq.(26) in the (z, 2) coordinates which yields the system of equations

917^ + 3 , ^ = 0 (33)

3 ^ + ^ = 0 , (34)

and use tIi].(30). Then, i)tTJ^ and i^T^ are, as expected, finite and proportional to R^JXQ), e.g.

(35)



and

~

This implies thus the hokmiorphieity and the antiholomorphicity of 7','! ""d
quanlum level when IZinsteins's equation!! (2')) are satisfied.

Ob)

!'£ are regained at the

Thus, we have obtained the equations of motion of the background of curved space- lime

simply by demanding the renonnaliaxl energy-momentum tensor of a bosonic string propagaiing

in this background lo be iraceless. Then, ihe confonnal invariance of the quantum theory hohts and

the renormalised energy-momentum (ensor is separable into a holomorphic andan antiholomorphic

parts, modulo Ihese equations.

This has been done by means of other different, but physically equivalent, considerations

|2, 3, 4J. A simitar result has been found in the weak field approximation by Akhoury and Okada

18) who have shown, working in the Bjorken-Jhonson-Low Umit, that the Virusoro algebra with

central charge extension closes, modulo the linearized Einstein equations.
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